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Happy 104th!, Max Desfor
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Max Desfor poses in front of a picture of himself taken in Seoul during
the Korean War. 2010 Photo by Oh Sang-min
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Colleagues,
 

Good Wednesday morning!
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And a very Happy Birthday to the AP's oldest retiree, Max Desfor, who turned 104
today.

 

If you weren't able to get around to sending him a birthday wish, a reminder that his
address is  15115 Interlachen Drive.  Apt 1018, Silver Spring, MD  20906.

Click here for a portfolio of his work done in 2014 by AP images.

 

Today's Connecting mailbox is packed - and we include the memories of many of
you of Susan Linnee, who died Monday at the age of 75. Her work on the
international news scene was of particular note to our letter writers.

 

Have a great day!

 

Paul

Despite all the bashing, he s�ll needs
valida�on 

Medill senior associate dean Tim Franklin, from left, speaks with Susan
Page of USA Today, Elisabeth Bumiller of the New York Times and Julie
Pace from the Associated Press. (Photo by Jenna Braunstein)
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By JAMES WARREN

Poynter

If Donald Trump is not smart enough to be evil, as John Oliver said Sunday on
HBO, he is clearly smart enough to curry favor with the media.

 

Is Trump - the man who's the primary reason that even half-hearted respect for the
press among huge swaths of conservatives is plummeting - a huge, incredible,
unbelievable, tremendous (as he might put it) suck-up?

 

"Absolutely," said Julie Pace, the Associated Press Washington bureau chief,
during a packed session Tuesday at Northwestern University.

 

Okay, semi-fake news alert: The question Pace was answering specifically was
whether Trump covets "the approval" of the media. But it might as well have been,
"Is he a press courtesan?"

 

Pace was on a sharp, engaging and even fun panel at the Medill Journalism
School with Elisabeth Bumiller, Washington bureau chief of The New York Times,
and Susan Page, the capital bureau chief of USA Today. Yes, all women at the top
of a male-dominated craft and all Medill graduates, thus part of a Medill alumni
army in Washington that far exceeds in number the ISIS domestic terrorist cells
fretted over by Fox News Channel. Seriously, they are everywhere and include the
likes of ESPN's Mike Wilbon and USA Today's Christine Brennan.

 

They were all modest but forthright on issues including coverage of the 2016
campaign; their readily exploiting rifts among White House factions; the penchant
of reporters to be too opinionated on social media; the possibility that the Trump
administration is more compliant with Freedom of Information Act requests than the
frequently stonewalling Obama administration; and the uncertainties of viable
business models for local news outlets (as opposed to far more robust Washington
operations).

 

And, then, unavoidably there was Trump himself. He's the reason their basic work
lives are altered and verge on the exhausting, as they outlined early in a chat with
Medill senior associate dean Tim Franklin, the former president of the Poynter
Institute.

 

They all portrayed a man who craves establishment press approval even as he
scores points with his base by incessantly bashing it. And, as I've found, his initial
associations upon first meetings are TV-driven. When Pace recounted his saying,
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"You're Julie Pace, I see you on television," it was identical to my own recollection
of our first encounter (he even named specific shows in my case, surely never
having read a single word I'd written).

 

Pace referenced Bumiller's paper, saying Trump so wants mentions of him on The
Times front page to be positive. "It's very important to him." He knows CNN is not
favorably disposed, she said, but so wants its backing. "He covets the praise of the
media in a way I haven't experienced before."

Click here to read more.

Remembering Susan Linnee - 'What a
woman!'
 

Claude Erbsen (Email) - I was saddened to hear about Susan Linnee's death.
She was a no nonsense reporter of the old school, who did not suffer fools gladly,
and was strongly supportive of her staff. She could slice through pomposity with a
withering glance.

 

A few years ago, while serving as Chair of the selection committee for World Press
Institute fellowships, I asked Susan to please interview two candidates - a man and
a woman - from EFE, the Spanish news agency in whose building the AP bureau
was located. In due course the woman was chosen, and when the announcement
was made the unchosen male candidate stomped into Susan's office in a rage. 
Complaining about the result, he stammered "but she is a woman!"

 

Susan's reply was short and to the point: "So?"

 

-0-

 

Steve Graham (Email) - Sorry to hear of Susan Linnee's passing.

 

Never has there been a more dedicated member of the AP family. All the
accolades are richly deserved.

 

Susan and I first crossed paths in 1985 when we were upgrading the AP Spanish
service. I took her phone call in New York and she was a bit panicked about

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ZxL6E8qthS6cXFYOYi6HMcJGJS_b369iiK7OMuJkws2_LqHwJ86kgp6F9bBgf1r5q0Lp3HfvvUnVoy7FQDhZ3UHGhuw17Ess2OSlTZMHQPufj6-TNHbqrZHronXP4EAAnNuK0D2g0En6ENVAsfGIkwoDyuA_Kv0vnSbJP6H0cx2Hmfw1ftxtMieoGziIWhOCaPZEgi6sHdZObqwTwhn3naz7fE7ZF7Cf&c=qNBNHyhC5MxDTOyZwfZBCrGGZnYK6fetNYxU80AtsL9lZba3_QZsrg==&ch=cUFMzAUDbaKXL_of2OK1wIM_ha2EdD_YOa0d2k9ziw4mYLtM9TX9lw==
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explaining the upcoming changes to La Vanguardia of Barcelona. (Spain's second-
largest newspaper).

 

I told her that coincidentally, my family and I were going to be driving through Spain
on vacation the following week and I would be happy to call on the newspaper and
explain things.

 

"Do you speak Spanish?," she asked after a moment of silence.

 

"Well, yes - at least the Latin American variety," I replied.

 

"... and you would be willing to spend vacation time to do some AP business?" she
asked incredulously.

 

"Sure," I said.

 

We chatted a bit about our upcoming trip, including a visit to Pamplona for the
festival of San Fermín, better known as the running of the bulls.

 

As it turned out, she had a friend in Pamplona and got us a free apartment for three
days right above the route the bulls take each morning. It was three tall flights up a
staircase and had no hot water to deal with the ice-cold water flowing out of the
nearby Pyrenees - but the location was incredible.

 

She said it was the least she could do for a guy willing to spend a family vacation
day to help out the AP.

 

-0-

 

Bill Kole (Email) - I have so many fond memories of Susan - eating fabulous
food at her home outside Nairobi (and drinking even more fabulous Kenyan wine
made from grapes grown in volcanic soil; Susan bought that stuff by the case and
sent me back to Amsterdam with two bottles.) I'd had the sad duty of relieving her
for a month in 1999 so she could decompress from the nightmare of Myles
Tierney's death. My video colleague here in Boston, Rodrique Ngowi, worked for
Susan in Nairobi and warmly remembers her as a maternal figure who cared as
much about her staff's well-being as she did about the story. Pumzika kwa amani,
dear Susan ... Rest in peace.

mailto:bkole@ap.org
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Kent Prince (Email) - Susan was one of a kind -- all that energy, enthusiasm,
curiosity.  First AP woman bureau chief in Africa.  Also the first --only?-- white
waitress at Eddie's, the Baquet family's Creole restaurant in New Orleans. (Baquet,
as in Dean, editor of the NYTimes.)  When she started at AP, she did a series of
vacation/legislative stints, rotating between Jackson and New Orleans. Because of
the contract, the jobs had to be separated by at least a month or longer, and she
filled the gap waiting tables in the Seventh Ward.

 

After about three years of this job jumping (which she eagerly embraced without
any complaints; both cities were cultural adventures for her) she came to me one
day and asked why she didn't get any vacation.  None of us had ever thought
about it. Probably because we were all brain-dead men. Anyway, that was the end
of such strings of temporary jobs in the AP. The contract was changed. Susan said
she didn't hold it against me.

 

What a woman.

 

-0-

 

Mort Rosenblum (Email) - Susan Linnee: Beautiful Outrage

 
NEW YORK - Susan Linnee stumbled into the foreign correspondent biz in Buenos
Aires, freshly divorced from an American diplomat with whom she had bounced
around from Lake Geneva to the Great Lakes in Africa.
 
 
NBC's South America correspondent advertised for a "girl Friday" - not a felicitous
phrase for an all-week-long woman like Susan. She got the job and had enough
hours in her day to also work for me as an Associated Press stringer.
 
 
It took her no time at all to see that journalism needed help, badly. An aging Juan
Peron, back from Spanish exile in 1973, announced he would bring home the
remains of his wife, Evita. Susan called the NBC desk in New York, bursting with
excitement.
 
 
"They're bringing back Eva Peron," she said. "Yeah?" the editor replied. "See if you
can get an interview with her in English."
 
 

mailto:kentprince@att.net
mailto:mort.rosenblum@gmail.com
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Thus began Susan Linnee's four decades of beautiful outrage, deep compassion
tinged with controlled fury as she reported the human condition on four continents.
She loved reporting and getting her facts straight. She did not love fools or
phonies.
 
 
Her spirit was in line with Stephane Hessel's 2011 global bestseller, Indignez-vous!,
a plea for humanity by a French nonagenarian diplomat. But as AP colleague
Dennis Redmont observed, Susan was way ahead of him.
 
 
"She was born indignant before the term became fashionable," Dennis wrote, "and
she could be indignant in a half-dozen languages. She was indignant about abject
poverty, dictators, American ignorance of geography and foreign cultures, and
personnel practices by her own employers."
 
 
Susan was fearless, tireless and scrupulously professional. Her indignation never
stopped her from adhering to a strict code of objectivity and ethics.
 
 
I hired Susan a second time in 1980 when I edited the International Herald Tribune
in Paris. The publisher was pushing "special supplements," thinly disguised ads
easily mistaken for news coverage. Her impossible job was to sharpen the line
between editorial and advertising.
 
 
Before long, she quit in disgust to rejoin AP as West Africa bureau chief in Abidjan.
(I left soon after over those supplements and also returned to AP. The New York
Times, which subsumed the Trib, now calls those advertorials "native advertising.")
 
 
After a long run in Madrid, Susan took over the Nairobi, covering half a tumultuous
continent. In those early Argentina days, we joked that we belonged to a small
club: expats who had worked in the ex-Belgian backwater of Rwanda, when the
Kigali rush minute clogged traffic on the only paved street in town.
 
 
During the 1990s, Rwanda was not so funny. Susan commanded the fort in
Nairobi, and often weighed in on the road, as dozens of us AP reporters and
photographers swarmed her territory. Meanwhile, there was Somalia, Congo and
all the rest.
 
 
Hrvoje Hranjski, who worked with Susan in AP's Nairobi bureau, recalled her
commitment not only to other correspondents but also the vast stringer network
she managed across much of Africa.
 
 
"She always focused on how a story impacted ordinary lives," Hrvoje said. "That
was her. She really didn't care about officialdom and government. She was really
more about ordinary folks."
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In fact, Susan Linnee did care about the official side of the news. But she
understood what so few reporters do: Societies and governments are only
collectives of those ordinary folks. "News" is about them.
 
 
She was all-around erudite, a lover of jazz, African music, cinema, Asian cuisine
and so much else. That meant those she wrote about came alive, real people in a
real world.
 
 
Susan left AP when a new breed of New York executives imposed early retirement
on correspondents totaling 500 years of experience abroad. She stayed in Nairobi
working with the International Crisis Group and mentoring young reporters.
 
 
Finally, virulent brain cancer cut through her tough exterior to her soft center, and
she returned to her family home Minneapolis for hospice care. She died on Nov. 6
at 75.
 
 
Her AP obit does her justice, but one line in it rang hollow: "Linnee was on her way
to New York on holiday when she got a call ... about the bombing of the U.S.
Embassy in Kenya just after her plane landed. She was told she had to go back, so
she boarded a return flight without ever leaving the airport."
 
 
No one would have had to tell Susan Linnee to get back to the story.
 
 

-0-

Kernan Turner (Email)- I had never met Susan Linnee in person before I went
to the Madrid bureau as chief of Iberian Services in 1998.  She had left Madrid two
years earlier.  But when she heard that I would soon be transferred to Madrid from
San Juan, she let me know that her "funky" apartment in Madrid was available and
gave me the name of a friend and real estate agent to contact.  The first thing we
did upon arrival in Madrid was sign a lease for the apartment.  Its location was
perfect.  Across the street was Madrid's fabulous El Retiro park, formerly the
monarchy's private gardens, where I sometimes jogged and walked my dogs daily. 
We were a 10-minute walk from three major art museums and the tree-shaded
Paseo de la Castellana, one of Madrid's most important avenues, lined with
upscale restaurants, banks, the main post office and other grandiose government
and office buildings.  It was only a short drive to the bureau.  At my disposal was a
10-year-old BMW Susan had purchased for the bureau.

 

The apartment was funky.  Its polished, but worn wooden floorboards creaked, the
kitchen was a tight squeeze, and the electricity shorted out whenever my wife,
Mina, turned on her hair dryer when any other heavy appliance was in use.  When
the water heater failed us after a couple of weeks, Mina called a repairman who,
when setting a date to fix it in time for her next bath, asked, "What day of the week

mailto:mrkrt@ashlandhome.net
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do you bathe?"  The apartment had three bedrooms and two baths, each with a
bidet.  The building's doorman, who lived with his family in the basement, collected
garbage daily from our entrance door.  The repairman and the doorman knew
Susan.  The Spanish grocery and department store, Corte Ingles, delivered
purchases directly to our doorstep, even after the elevator failed, requiring a hike
up six flights of stairs.

 

The real estate agent was one of Susan's best friends, Peggy Gonzalez Aller, an
American widow of a well-known Spanish novelist met while both were working at
the United Nations in New York.  Peggy lived a block away also became our best
American friend in Madrid.  Oh, how Peggy must be grieving over Susan's early
departure!

 

We remember Susan not only for her outstanding professional work, but also for
her gracious introduction to Spain. (My wife just reminded me that Susan left a
serving tray in the apartment that we kept and still treasure today.)

 

And we miss Susan, Spain and the lovely, funky apartment we had in common.

-0-

 

Robert Weller (Email) - She was a legend before the Internet and iPhones.
Certainly people are still talking of her across the continent.

 

Connecting mailbox
 

More of your memories of where you were
when JFK was killed
 

Carl P. Leubsdorf (Email) - I had been in the Washington bureau for about five
months when JFK was killed and had been transferred to the Overnight about a
month earlier. As a result, I was due to come to work that Friday at 10:30 p.m. I
was dozing that afternoon when the music on my radio began to be interrupted by
talking to which I initially paid no attention, as I was trying to get some sleep.
Eventually, of course, I picked up the drift of what had happened and immediately
called in to see if I should report early. No, I was told, I should come in at my
regular time, some indication of my value at that point to the Washington Bureau.
Later, I realized that made sense because there were plenty of people on hand in
early afternoon but fresh troops would be needed in the evening. As it turned out, I

mailto:robert.weller@gmail.com
mailto:carl.p.leubsdorf@gmail.com
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wrote a number of related stories before the weekend was over. And I remember it
all vividly, especially how the mild autumn weather of Friday turned into cold rain on
Saturday and then the bitterly cold winds on Monday, the day of his funeral.
Eighteen years later, an assassin shot another President, Ronald Reagan. By then,
I was the Washington Bureau Chief of The Dallas Morning News, and I wrote the
lead story for a special edition we published that afternoon, something for which my
AP training proved very useful. And this time, fortunately, the President lived. One
assassination in a lifetime is more than enough.

 

-0-

 

Yvette Mercourt (Email) - Where were you when JFK was killed? In Manhattan
NYC, I had started a course with my stenotypist machine. I had wanted to be a
court conference reporter.

 

The course over, as I left, a lady mumbled something that I did not hear too well,
then a second and a third time and. I think I heard "the president has been shot." I
was stunned.

 

Once outside silence was weighing, people were holding handkerchiefs on their
face. Someone was waiting near a phone booth to make a call but nobody talked. I
could feel deep sadness everywhere.

 

I was so distraught that I gave up my stenotyping course and went back to work to
the Americana hotel, taking room service orders from 5pm to 11pm.

 

I cannot forget and never will.

 

-0-

 

Joe McKnight (Email) - The day President Kennedy was shot in Dallas I was in
the Wichita AP office, when bells on the AAA wire printer began dinging. I've
forgotten whether the first word was a flash or a bulletin. But people on the PMs
Wichita Beacon copy desk just outside the door of the printer/AP officer quickly
came in to see the reason for the bells. Several were still there a couple of minutes
later when Beacon Managing Editor Don Granger rushed in and told me: "Give me
every f--king you've got on Kennedy."

 

Those were the days when the AP circulated tabloid sized sheets of prepared
obituaries, biographies and other background material on every one of any

mailto:yvette.mercourt@orange.fr
mailto:jbmatap@aol.com
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significance. Fortunately I kept such material organized in a filing cabinet drawer. I
quickly handed him the entire folder on Kennedy. The Beacon held up its first
afternoon press run long enough to get a significant story on Page one.

 

And...
 

Today's (Nov. 7) Today in History includes the following:

 

In 1962, Republican Richard Nixon, having lost California's gubernatorial race, held
what he called his "last press conference," telling reporters, "you won't have Nixon
to kick around anymore."

 

Fast forward to the summer of 1964; I was AP correspondent at Wichita, KS.  And
Nixon was campaigning for Republican Barry Goldwater for president. 
Kansas/Missouri Bureau Chief Frank Gorrie asked me to be on hand when Nixon
flew in to Pratt, KS, about 50-60 miles west of Wichita, for a campaign speech. I
was in the passel of news people at the small Pratt airport when his plane landed.
A press aide told us Nixon would hold a news conference in a court room in Pratt
so all of us rushed to the court house.

 

Nixon soon showed up, stood behind the judicial bench and made a short
statement before calling for questions. A reporter opened with a question about his
comment two years earlier about the press not having him "to kick around
anymore."

 

Nixon knitted his dark eyebrows, stretched both arms high and replied:

 

"You are all forgiven."

 

I don't recall what else he said but it was included in a political roundup. After all, I
had started the day at Hutchinson, KS. listening to a speech by Hubert Humphrey
on behalf of Lyndon Johnson, the eventual winner, and, after Nixon, hustled back
to Wichita to get in on remarks by Goldwater, who spent the night there. Next
morning, Goldwater spoke at a breakfast after a short dustup between one of his
press aides and reporters, local and national, covering the campaign. Shortly
before breakfast started, a press aide told reporters they could sit in on the speech
but would not be served breakfast. The entire press corps, some 30 or 40 strong,
immediately rose and began to walk out - no breakfast would mean no coverage of
the candidate. It took the aide two or three minutes to announce a change of plans.
Reporters could get breakfast along with everyone else.
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Connecting wishes Happy Birthday

  

to
 

Max Desfor
  

Mike Gugliotto - mgugliotto@yahoo.com

Paul Webster - pdwebster@windstream.net
 

 

 

Stories of interest
 

Disney ends LA Times ban after widespread
backlash
 

By JAKE COYLE

 

NEW YORK (AP) - The Walt Disney Co. on Tuesday lifted its ban of Los Angeles
Times reporters and critics from its press screenings after a widespread backlash

mailto:mgugliotto@yahoo.com
mailto:pdwebster@windstream.net
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prompted several media outlets to announce their own boycotts of Disney movies.

 

In a statement Tuesday, Disney said it was restoring access to the newspaper after
"productive discussions with the newly installed leadership" at the Los Angeles
Times. Disney had barred the Times from its screenings after the paper published
a two-part investigative series on the company's business dealings in Anaheim,
California, where Disneyland is.

 

The ban's withdraw Tuesday ended an unusual clash between Hollywood's
arguably most powerful studio and the media outlets that regularly write about its
movies.

 

"The Los Angeles Times has covered the Walt Disney Company since its founding,
here in Los Angeles, in 1923," the newspaper said in a statement. "We look
forward to reporting on Disney well into the future."

 

Read more here. Shared by Steve Loeper.

 

-0-

 

Scouring the Paradise Papers, With the Help
of Almost 400 New Friends  (New York Times)

 

By MICHAEL FORSYTHE

 

Last year, the release of the Panama Papers caused a huge sensation across the
globe, exposing a hidden world of wealth held offshore. The International
Consortium of Investigative Journalists brought together hundreds of reporters from
around the world to examine the millions of documents that were leaked to two
reporters at the German newspaper Süddeutsche Zeitung. For their work, the
I.C.I.J. won the Pulitzer Prize for explanatory reporting.

 

The New York Times was not part of that team. Like many reporters here, I spent a
lot of time scrambling to make sense of what the I.C.I.J. had uncovered, writing
follow-on stories. Breathing fumes.

 

This year, with the publication of the Paradise Papers - an extensive leak of
documents primarily from a Bermudan law firm - we were on the inside. Working

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ZxL6E8qthS6cXFYOYi6HMcJGJS_b369iiK7OMuJkws2_LqHwJ86kgvV96yNs2Mz0MuBI79Plj-405zWfE88-Uz09ojFW0tS_eI37C8gC2CZI3Q1tlHoTzD7jiFv3BLQepJ6jRma0Y0vRlomiI4As8A1iL9Wyfan83sSDAUtUf5lhgaExJwSBTQBRtX0w7f8kdCOE7P-Q3jHOKAY1XKlkcQ==&c=qNBNHyhC5MxDTOyZwfZBCrGGZnYK6fetNYxU80AtsL9lZba3_QZsrg==&ch=cUFMzAUDbaKXL_of2OK1wIM_ha2EdD_YOa0d2k9ziw4mYLtM9TX9lw==
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under Rebecca Corbett, The Times's investigations editor, Mike McIntire, Jesse
Drucker, Scott Shane and I joined up with close to 400 reporters around the world,
spending much of this year sifting through some of the more than 13 million files.

 

Read more here.
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TV reporter has the best response to viewer
who criticized her body and wardrobe  (Today)

 

By Eun Kyung Kim

 

A Dallas-based traffic reporter has a message to a woman who questioned her
wardrobe choices: She's not going anywhere.

 

Demetria Obilor has thousands of social media users supporting that stance,
including Chance the Rapper.

 

It started when a WFAA viewer took to Facebook last week to call out Obilor's
appearance.

 

Read more here.

 

Today in History - November 8, 2017
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By The Associated Press
 

Today is Wednesday, Nov. 8, the 312th day of 2017. There are 53 days left in the
year.

 

Today's Highlight in History:

 

On Nov. 8, 2016, Republican Donald Trump was elected America's 45th president,
defeating Democrat Hillary Clinton in an astonishing victory for a celebrity
businessman and political novice. Republicans kept their majorities in the Senate
and House.

 

On this date:

 

In 1793, the Louvre began admitting the public, even though the French museum
had been officially open since August.

 

In 1889, Montana became the 41st state.

 

In 1892, former President Cleveland defeated incumbent Benjamin Harrison,
becoming the first (and, to date, only) chief executive to win non-consecutive terms
to the White House.

 

In 1923, Adolf Hitler launched his first attempt at seizing power in Germany with a
failed coup in Munich that came to be known as the "Beer-Hall Putsch."
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In 1932, New York Democratic Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt defeated incumbent
Republican Herbert Hoover for the presidency.

 

In 1942, Operation Torch, resulting in an Allied victory, began during World War II
as U.S. and British forces landed in French North Africa.

 

In 1950, during the Korean War, the first jet-plane battle took place as U.S. Air
Force Lt. Russell J. Brown shot down a North Korean MiG-15.

 

In 1960, Massachusetts Sen. John F. Kennedy defeated Vice President Richard M.
Nixon for the presidency.

 

In 1974, a federal judge in Cleveland dismissed charges against eight Ohio
National Guardsmen accused of violating the civil rights of students who were killed
or wounded in the 1970 Kent State shootings.

 

In 1987, 11 people were killed when an Irish Republican Army bomb exploded as
crowds gathered in Enniskillen, Northern Ireland, for a ceremony honoring Britain's
war dead.

 

In 1988, Vice President George H.W. Bush won the presidential election, defeating
the Democratic nominee, Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis.

 

In 1994, midterm elections resulted in Republicans winning a majority in the Senate
while at the same time gaining control of the House for the first time in 40 years.

 

Ten years ago: The Senate confirmed President George W. Bush's nomination of
Michael Mukasey to be attorney general, 53-40. President Bush suffered the first
veto override of his seven-year-old presidency as the Senate enacted, 79-14, a
$23 billion water resources bill despite his protest that it was filled with
unnecessary projects. Dominican singer-songwriter Juan Luis Guerra swept the
Latin Grammy Awards, taking home five musical honors including album of the
year, record of the year and song of the year.

 

Five years ago: Jared Lee Loughner was sentenced to life in prison without parole
for the January 2011 shootings in Tucson, Arizona, that killed six people and
wounded 13 others, including Rep. Gabrielle Giffords. Longtime baseball executive
and Hall of Famer Lee MacPhail, 95, died in Delray Beach, Florida.
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One year ago: Democrat Zena Stephens of Jefferson County made history upon
her election as the first black woman sheriff in Texas.

 

Today's Birthdays: Actor Norman Lloyd is 103. Actress Stephane Audran is 85.
Actor Alain Delon is 82. Singer-actress Bonnie Bramlett is 73. Singer Bonnie Raitt
is 68. TV personality Mary Hart is 67. Former Playboy Enterprises chairman and
chief executive Christie Hefner is 65. Actress Alfre Woodard is 65. Singer-
songwriter Rickie Lee Jones is 63. Nobel Prize-winning author Kazuo Ishiguro is
63. Rock musician Porl Thompson (The Cure) is 60. Singer-actor Leif Garrett is 56.
Chef and TV personality Gordon Ramsay is 51. Actress Courtney Thorne-Smith is
50. Actress Parker Posey is 49. Rock musician Jimmy Chaney is 48. Actress
Roxana Zal is 48. Singer Diana King is 47. Actor Gonzalo Menendez is 46. Rock
musician Scott Devendorf (The National) is 45. Actress Gretchen Mol is 44. ABC
News anchor David Muir is 44. Actor Matthew Rhys is 43. Actress Tara Reid is 42.
Country singer Bucky Covington is 40. Actress Dania Ramirez is 38. Actress Azura
Skye is 36. Actor Chris Rankin is 34. TV personality Jack Osbourne is 32. Actress
Jessica Lowndes is 29. Singer-actor Riker Lynch is 26. Country singer Lauren
Alaina is 23. Actor Van Crosby (TV: "Splitting Up Together") is 15.

 

Thought for Today: "One never notices what has been done; one can only
see what remains to be done." - Marie Curie (1867-1934). 

Got a story or photos to share?
 

   
Got a story to share? A favorite memory of your AP
days? Don't keep them to yourself. Share with your
colleagues by sending to Ye Olde Connec�ng Editor.
And don't forget to include photos!

Here are some suggestions:

- Second chapters - You finished a great career.
Now tell us about your second (and third and
fourth?) chapters of life.
 
- Spousal support - How your spouse helped in
supporting your work during your AP career. 

- My most unusual story - tell us about an
unusual, off the wall story that you covered.
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- "A silly mistake that you make"- a chance to 'fess up with a memorable mistake
in your journalistic career.

- Multigenerational AP families - profiles of families whose service spanned two
or more generations.

- Volunteering - benefit your colleagues by sharing volunteer stories - with ideas
on such work they can do themselves.

- First job - How did you get your first job in journalism?

- Connecting "selfies" - a word and photo self-profile of you and your career, and
what you are doing today. Both for new members and those who have been with us
a while.

- Most unusual place a story assignment took you.

Paul Stevens
Editor, Connec�ng newsle�er
paulstevens46@gmail.com
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